


	  

	  

   Admiral Cupa	  
	  

    	  
   	  

AGE 322 EY	  
	  
POB Deyo Prime	  
	  
RACE Human	  
	  
OCCUPATION The son of military parents, his family has a long history serving 
in the Federation Stellar Navy. Admiral Cupa is in charge of the Gamma Quadrant.  
His stern demeanor is born of many battles in some of the Stellar Navy’s most hostile 
conflicts.  	  
	  

  
  



	  

	  

  Alara	  

   	  
	  

AGE 46 EY	  
	  
POB Japi	  
	  
RACE Japian	  
	  
OCCUPATION Trade Depot Chief	  
	  
BACKGROUND    Alara has worked at several Trade Depots both with the 
Federation Stellar Fleet and in her home world Japi. Fluent in 32 languages, her skills 
at buying and selling come naturally to her:  The Japian are known throughout the 
Galaxy as master merchants.  Many believe this skill at commerce comes from the 
occupation of their home world by the Uya before the Great Divide which caused a 
expansive diaspora scattered throughout the galaxy. In order to survive. they started 
each new settlement as simple merchants. Today they are prized employees for this line 
of work and can be found running Trade Centers and Depots throughout the 
Federation and beyond.	  
	  



	  

	  

 Aresop Merchant Town	  

	  
	  
This merchant town is thriving due to its good location 
and management. Many items, information and people 
can be found here.	  
	  

  



	  

	  

Aresop Moon	  

	  
	  
Moon of Arawath Prime and site of Aresop merchant 
town.	  
	  

  



	  

	  

Bredana	  

	  
	  

AGE 28 EY  	  
	  
POB New Earth	  
	  
RACE human	  
	  
OCCUPATION Cargo Runner	  
	  
BACKGROUND Bredana is trained in energy shield dynamics, and as a result, 
her ships are hard to hit by any would be attackers. Super smart and resourceful, she is 
able to make long cargo runs in nearly have the time others cargo runners can.  
Bredana’s cargo carrying specialties are food replicators, CPR equipment, and mess 
kits.	  

	  
	  

     
  



	  

	  

   Captain Dregg	  

      	  
	  

AGE 458 EY	  
	  
POB Nifer, home planet of the Gashur	  
	  
RACE Gashur	  
	  
OCCUPATION Captain of Elio Squadron	  
	  
BACKGROUND Dregg is battle tested and rose through the ranks by keen tactical 
skills and combat intuition.  He has run many raids on space stations along the neutral 
zone over the past few years.  He is entrusted by the the Gashur military brass to stop 
any attempts by the Federation to prevent the Gashur plans to forge and alliance with 
Sriyana. 	  

	  
	  

	  
	  

  



	  

	  

Chakria	  

	  
	  

AGE 222 EY  cellular regeneration 88, 152, 201 EY	  
	  
POB Planet Kellos in the Tallus System	  
	  
RACE Lioian 	  
	  
OCCUPATION Cargo Runner	  
	  
BACKGROUND Chakria is a very experienced cargo runner specializing in 
water, bandages and sutures.  Her ship is very fast as its equipped with a quantum ion 
drive.  She relies on speed and cloaking instead of brute force to protect her cargo.  As 
such, her weapons systems are moderate but her cloaking capacity and elite speed 
make her an expensive hire.	  
	  

	  
	  

  



	  

	  

Eanlac	  

	  
AGE 432 EY	  
	  
POB Spock Science Academy, Planet Vulcan	  
	  
RACE Android, Vulcan Class	  
	  
OCCUPATION Cargo Runner  	  
	  
BACKGROUND Eanlac is one of the old biotissue androids first developed on 
Old Earth and later refined on planet Vulcan. After four centuries of service as a 
language translation android aboard the starship Ponfire, Eanlac’s “retirement years” 
are to be as a cargo runner.  Fluent in all known spoken languages of the milky way 
galaxy and over 3,000 computer languages, communications are its greatest strength,  
Its cargo carrying specialties are hydration packets, solar shelters, and CPR 
equipment. 
	  

   
  



	  

	  

 Galmore 	  

 
AGE 240 EY	  
	  
POB Science Center on Jannus 9 	  
	  
RACE Android, SQ Class	  
	  
OCCUPATION Cargo Runner.  	  
	  
BACKGROUND Galmor is the product of Dr. Oywela’s work in android 
development. He is programmed with high virtue programs that make it trustworthy, 
honest and a dependable friend.  The Federation has come to rely on SQ class 
androids to run their more dangerous mission. They are relied upon not only to prevent 
the loss of persons. but also due to their quality performance records.  Not equipped 
with emotion chips, SQ class androids are matter of fact in demeanor and highly 
logical. Eanlac’s cargo carrying specialties are food replicators, solar shelters and 
sutures .  It is also adept at many languages computer languages and hacking.	  

 
 

	  

  



	  

	  

Planet Salsola 	  
	  

   	  
AGE 6 Billion years	  
	  
BACKGROUND	  
	  
Salsola is a super-Earth planet with about twice Earth’s mass. The planet orbits a K-
class star – an orange dwarf – that is less luminous than our sun. The closer orbit by 
itself is not sufficient to hold temperatures to the average temperatures on Earth. This 
is supplemented by the higher content of carbon dioxide which acts as a greenhouse 
gas. The planet has formed within the inner portion of the accretion disk of the 
primordial solar system. It is rich in rocks and metal, and very poor in volatiles such as 
water, hydrogen and carbon dioxide.	  
	  
At a given time shortly after its formation, Salsola has been impacted by a planet larger 
than Mars. The planet is named “Ira”, the Latin word for “Wrath”. Ira originated 
from the outer solar system and is presumed to have been tugged-in by a gas giant. It is 
rich in volatiles and accounts for much of the added volatiles. Ira’s impact course is 
not aligned with Salsola’s orbit, leading to Ira’s collision at one of the poles, flipping 
the entire axis of rotation on its side. The end result was a high axial tilt of roughly 90 
degrees, similar to that of Uranus. This tilted axis has given the planet its name 
“Salsola”: The botanical name of the tumbleweed, as the planet tumbles on its axis 
rather than spinning like a top.	  
	  
The unique axial tilt, super-earth size and dense atmosphere have affected evolution of 
life on the planet to produce the strangest organisms and unique ecological niches. We 
shall discuss the key differences that made Salsola so different from Earth, and yet so 
hospitable to life.	  
	  
THE KEY DIFFERENCES	  
	  



	  

	  

There are several key differences that distinguish Salsola from Earth: Higher 
atmospheric density and pressure, higher gravity, higher geological activity, and a 
higher axial tilt. The combined effect has made life so different, yet so Earth-like at the 
same time.	  
	  
Moon system: The impacting object had sufficient energy to fling much of the 
impacting material back into space, yet most has merged with the planet. The 
remaining debris has orbited the planet to form planetary rings. Volatile materials have 
evaporated into space long before debris has coalesced to form the moon. Debris that 
formed at the impact site was flung in the same direction as that of Ira, making the 
planet’s equator and its new moon’s orbit tilt at 90 degrees relative to its orbital plane. 
The higher gravity means the debris cannot fly high into space, therefore making room 
for just one moon to form. The moon is smaller than Earth’s moon for the same 
reason. The nature of the impact is identical to that which took place on Earth to form 
our moon. This has made the debris orbit the planet more slowly than planetary 
rotation. Tidal effects slow down the planet’s rotation and accelerate the lunar orbit, 
making the moon slowly break loose of the planet’s gravity within few billions of years.	  
	  
Geological activity and gravity: A more massive planet has higher gravity and a more 
vigorous geological activity under a thin crust. The tectonic plates are therefore more 
numerous, yet smaller. Continents are more numerous and scattered almost uniformly 
among bodies of water. Combine the two and you get shallower seas, lower mountains, 
lots of earthquakes and volcanic eruptions releasing carbon-dioxide out of the rocks. 
Continental drift is more significant and has put evolution on the fast lane by faster 
climatic changes. Volcanoes release more carbon dioxide, creating a greenhouse effect 
that compensates for the cooler and dimmer parent star. All living forms absorb carbon 
dioxide readily. Remaining carbon dioxide is absorbed by the water and converted to 
carbonic acid. The acid reacts with the rocks to form carbonate rocks. The higher 
volcanic activity of a super-earth releases the carbon back into the atmosphere at a 
greater rate, making the cycle run faster.	  
	  
Atmospheric density: The impacting planet has contributed most of its volatiles in the 
form of Ammonia and water ice. Some Carbon dioxide added, while most has been 
generated in greater part thanks to volcanic activity. Ammonia was oxidized by living 
plants which release oxygen, giving water and nitrogen gas. The more abundant 
atmosphere combined with higher gravity gives a much higher atmospheric pressure at 
the surface. Combined with flatter topography, weather is governed by global winds to 
a greater extent and local climates are of a lesser significance.	  
	  
High axial tilt: The 90 degrees high axial tilt creates extreme seasonal changes that 
generate strong winds. Compounded with the denser atmosphere, the results are super-
hurricane winds and turbulent seashores which have cast away many plants and 
animals to the shores. Over time, many have adapted to live close to the shore and 
eventually venture into the land. I will shortly explain how this affects the climate, the 
climate zones and the type of living forms which have evolved.	  
	  



	  

	  

DAY-AND-NIGHT CYCLES	  
	  
An observer at the pole never sees the sun in winter. We shall start the “year” when the 
sun is at its lowest point – the nadir – The point just underneath the observer. As the 
year progresses, the sun spirals on its way up. At equinox, it crosses the horizon and 
spirals up around to the pole. At summer solstice, the sun is at the zenith. It keeps 
spiraling on the way down, crosses the horizon and ends a one-year cycle at the nadir. 
The equator is different: There is a constant day and night cycle. The sun is high at 
each of the two equinoxes, and is low at each of the two solstices (draws closer to the 
horizon, light is dim and temperatures drop). As it happens twice each year, the 
equator has two seasonal cycles for each year, and not just one. The equator lies 
between two hemispheres with opposing seasons, and heat convection of such a dense 
atmosphere evens-out seasonal temperature changes. Having two seasonal cycles 
rather than one, means faster seasonal changes don’t give time for temperature to 
fluctuate much. The two factors contribute to a more stable temperature at the equator.	  
	  
This cycle is not the same throughout the planet. The equator has a year-round 
standard day-and-night cycle. As we get closer to one of the poles, we get more days of 
“all-time-light” in summer and “all-time-night” in winter around each corresponding 
solstice. The temperate zones between equator and poles (referred to as “Midway”), 
have “transit seasons”: daytime grows shorter in the fall, daytime grows longer in 
spring. The more we move to the poles, the shorter those “transit seasons” are and we 
get more “all-time-light” and “all-time-night”. At latitude 45, halfway between pole 
and equator (both North and South), we get equal times for all-time-light, shortening 
days, all-time-night and lengthening days. At the poles, we get an all-time-light 
summer, and an all-time-night winter.	  
	  
SEASONS	  
	  
The sun’s position in the sky dictates the seasons. The polar seasons are dominated by 
cold nights with no daylight in winter, and scorching heat with no nights in summer. 
The equator experiences a normal day-and-night cycle. The only difference from that 
cycle on Earth is the wide seasonal fluctuation of the sun’s latitude. The sun is above 
the equator during each of the two equinoxes. Winds are calmer and temperatures are 
higher at the equator. These are the two equatorial summers. The two equatorial 
winters occur when the sun’s latitude is close to the horizon at each of the two 
solstices. This makes two seasonal cycles per year, compared to one cycle for each of 
the hemispheres.	  
	  
WEATHER PATTERNS	  
	  
As each pole faces the sun for an entire season when the other faces away from the 
sun, there is sufficient time for the sunny side to heat-up and the dark side to cool 
down over large areas. The great difference between the two poles creates a unique 
wind pattern: The hot pole creates polar updrafts. The cold pole creates polar 
downdrafts. As each hemisphere faces the sun, it is warmer than the other, causing 



	  

	  

intra-polar winds: Dark side receives air from the sunny side through the higher 
atmosphere. The air converges at the pole, where it gets sufficiently colder and sinks. It 
flows back to the sunny pole closer to the ground, where it picks-up humidity from 
bodies of water it crosses. When it reaches the sunny pole it heats-up and floats to the 
upper atmosphere. It flows back to the dark side. On its way it cools down and loses 
humidity as precipitation, mostly around the equator. The remaining humidity 
precipitates as snow at the South Pole. As the poles switch seasons, the ice caps will 
melt very quickly. Therefore, the planet has no permanent polar ice caps. The denser 
atmosphere and stronger winds make heat convection more apparent, evening-out 
temperatures across the planet more efficiently than on Earth. Polar temperatures 
rarely go below -50 centigrade in winter, and rarely above +50 centigrade in summer.	  
	  
During each equinox, both hemispheres receive same amount of heat from the sun. 
The intra-polar winds subside and we have the more familiar wind pattern we 
experience on Earth.	  
	  
CLIMATIC ZONES	  
	  
The planet is divided into three types of climatic zones:	  
	  
Equatorial zone: The tropical zone around the equator has a moderate climate and 
higher rainfall. As the air crosses the equator from hot to cold pole, it loses much of its 
humidity at this zone. Winds are much calmer around equinox seasons (the two 
summers) and solar illumination is at its peak. During solstices (The two winters), the 
sun draws nearer to one of the poles. Winds on the surface blow from cold to warm 
pole.	  
	  
Polar zones: all-time day in summer melts the ice cap which took shape during the 
winter. Floods are very common at this time. All life-forms take advantage of this 
daytime and abundance of water before the summer desiccates everything. 
Temperatures cool down in the fall, but pole is too dry and life has to wait till next 
spring.	  
	  
Temperate zones: Halfway between the temperate (equatorial) zone and the Polar 
Regions, there is an in-between climate on both sides of the equator. The area is often 
referred to as “Midway”: Midway is close enough to get some summer rain before the 
intra-polar winds cross the equator to the wintering pole. The sun crosses the Zenith 
twice (towards summer solstice then towards fall equinox again) creating a longer 
summer that is moderate compared to the polar summer. Midway experiences an 
important transit period between full-time days and full-time nights as seasons change 
and this has an impact on how plants and animals follow the seasons.	  
	  
BIOMES AND ECOSYSTEMS	  
	  
The wild seasonal fluctuations between the North and the South Pole combined with 
the dense atmosphere and higher gravity has lead evolution into paths which we never 



	  

	  

encounter here on Earth. The most distinguished feature is the size and the type of 
flying organisms. The high density and oxygen content allow elephant-sized animals to 
take flight. Some have developed lighter-than-air flight, and this is not confined to 
animals. There are such plants as well. The reason is obvious: Strong winds allow 
animals to migrate with ease. Extreme seasons force them to do so. Animal migration 
and long-distance seed dispersal are unlike anything we experience on Earth. It takes 
place on a greater scale of magnitude and diversity. Winds blow faster at the poles than 
at the equator, because the equator is wider than the polar latitudes, just as a river 
flows more slowly as it widens. The winds are still strong enough and trees have to 
adapt to the stronger winds as well as the higher gravity.	  
	  
The equatorial zone receives rainfall year-round, yet temperature is much colder in 
winter, making the term “tropical” into a misnomer. The wind is calmer than at the 
poles, allowing some wind-tolerant trees to develop. The landscape is dominated by 
cold rain forests.	  
	  
The temperate zone – Midway – is dryer yet receives enough rain, in particular during 
the dark winter. Humidity and occasional rains throughout the year support a diverse 
ecosystem. Vegetation is sparser than at the equator. The dominant biomes are sub-
tropical bush lands close to the tropics, gradually changing into Savannas and 
occasional deserts as we stray towards the pole. In the near-polar regions, vegetation is 
sparse and comprises savannah and arid regions. Annual vegetation is common closer 
to the poles. It dies towards the summer and becomes dry enough to start fires.	  
	  
The polar zone – It is the most extreme biome, comprising deserts almost exclusively. 
Plants close to the poles are adapted to the high-velocity winds. Sand formed by erosion 
is constantly blown away, making the polar deserts almost completely nothing more 
than hard soil made-out of rocks and pebbles. Soil is so compact that water absorption 
is poor. Ice caps which formed during the winter make floods and most water streams 
end-up at sea. Still, some plants make a living out of that water. Other plants became 
carnivorous. The dominant biome is therefore called the “flood-desert”.	  
	  
The aerial zone – It is not a geographical zone. It is a completely airborne ecosystem, 
making advantage of the strong and fast winds for mass migration. The ecosystem has 
developed to benefit of the huge biomass of aero-plankton, of which the mini and 
micro plants make-up 80% of the mass, while the mature bubble-weeds make-up a 
mere 20%. Nevertheless, there is abundance of bubble-weeds over which avian lizards 
and bird-like creatures claim their nesting sites. The aero-plankton makes use of dark 
color to heat-up the air in bubble organs. Some harbor anaerobic bacteria just like the 
bubble-weeds. These bacteria produce lifting gas like Methane, Ammonia and 
Hydrogen. The plants have evolved to adjust their buoyancy and ride the winds which 
blow in the right direction, where climate is comfortable. Sky-whales and smaller 
flying grazers follow the winds to graze in the air. Even the sky-whales have found 
themselves becoming host for avian nesting on their backs. The nesters mostly 
comprise predators which aggressively defend their flying platform, be it a bubble-weed 



	  

	  

or a sky-whale. This has ushered the era of symbiant relationship between plants and 
animals.	  
	  
EVOLUTION OF LIFE ON THE PLANET	  
	  
Evolution of life on Salsola as well as on Earth has begun at sea. The sea-weeds were 
confined to the high seas where the crushing waves could not tear them off the sea-
floor or turn water into a murky soup and dim the light. That necessitated free-floating 
weeds at the high seas. Over time, weeds developed floatation bubbles to remain close 
to the surface and capture more light. They remain under the surface, yet currents 
often carried them towards land, then high waves tossed them ashore. Over time, 
anaerobic bacteria generating methane and hydrogen have found refuge inside the 
floatation bladders. The plants with larger bubbles have become airborne and the first 
bubble-weeds evolved. Those were large enough for avians to nest upon, creating 
symbiant relations with the quetzal lizards, a flying reptilian. Other plants remained 
small and became part of the aero-plankton. Fish-like animals tossed ashore by waves 
and tidal forces were able to adapt. Snake-like swimmers were more adept to move on 
land under the high gravity. That’s why snake-like animals are very common, 
comprising many unrelated species. Other sea-weeds tossed ashore have adopted life 
on land. They were first confined to bodies of fresh water, especially pools of 
rainwater, and then began their adaptation to living on land. The motive was the wide 
seasonal fluctuations which made rivers and lakes dry-out. Fast continental drifts 
contributed to climatic changes which forced that type of adaptation. It is believed that 
life took hold on land at around the equator, where rains are common during solstices.	  
	  
PLANTS	  
	  
Early plants reproduced by spores, but eventually the equivalent of flowers became the 
dominant mode of reproduction. This allowed plants to populate all continents. 
Animals began their race to populate the land and air, and wherever plants take a hold, 
animals will follow. Bubble-weeds and aero-plankton are common in the dense 
atmosphere and high winds, because they cope better with the forces of the winds. With 
time, floating plants have adapted to the changes in temperature by consuming or 
storing more of the floatation gas. This helped them to sink when temperatures were 
too low, and ride the winds which take them to the warm side. Conversely, they floated 
higher when they drew closer to the deserts and sought refuge in cooler latitudes. All 
animals riding on the surface of large plants have taken advantage of that. On ground, 
trees have developed thick cone-shaped trunks with perpendicular branches, like a 
well-groomed Christmas tree. They populated the equatorial zones, to form the cold 
rainforests. The rainforests have sparser foliage compared to those of Earth and 
conditions on the forest floor were more favorable for light-loving plants. Winds were 
still a concern even at the forest floor, and many plants developed crawling stems 
which rooted wherever they touch the ground.	  
	  
The equator features another plant that scientists name the “Banner tree”. It is an 
unusual tree that thrives year-round wherever temperatures are not too cold. The tree 



	  

	  

grows on light just like any other plant. During the solstices, the equator receives 
almost no light yet wind is abundant. The leaves of the banner tree grow in pairs, and 
they have fused with a flexible tissue along the rims. They are elongated and they wave 
in the wind like banners, rubbing against each other as they bend. The leaves have 
different chemical make-ups at the rubbing area, generating opposite electric charges 
(just like rubbing amber) of static electricity on each leaf. The two leaves act like the 
two sheets of a capacitor storing electrons, allowing them to flow through the leaf axils 
and generate an electric current. This allows the banner tree to harness electric power 
from wind to synthesize when light is not present.	  
	  
The “Chernolithops” is a specialized plant adapted to polar deserts. “Cherniyii” is the 
Russian word for “Black”, and “Lithops” means stone-like. It is a dome-shape plant 
which looks like a round pebble. In spring, the plant looks black because of the 
Melanin it has produced in the fall. The black color will help it to warm-up faster with 
the upcoming of spring, and break dormancy. Snow begins to melt, and the warmer 
temperature speeds-up its metabolism, allows it to flower, attract pollinators and make 
the first seeds. As the polar summer draws closer, the melanin breaks-down and the 
plants becomes pale-green. The lighter color prevents it from overheating. By peak 
summer the seeds are mature and ready for dispersal. Intra-polar winds are strong 
enough to carry the seeds. The seeds are black and look like half-inflated nylon bags. 
These will warm-up under the sun and the air expands, turning the seeds into hot-air 
balloons. The seed rises high enough to ride the wind heading to the other pole, where 
winter is, to land on the ice caps. The seed will sprout when spring arrives and the 
polar ice caps begin to melt, just at the time when winter begins at the other pole, 
where the seed came from. The plant’s growing season is therefore twice a year, in 
spring. That is, spring at one pole, then at the other: Two springs in one year.	  
	  
ANIMALS	  
	  
Animals at sea have evolved in a similar manner like on Earth, with some secondary 
differences. Mollusk-like animals look like snails or slugs on Earth and possess no 
bones. Many have developed shells as well. However, they are five-fold symmetric, 
contrary to Earth’s mollusks. Early in the planet’s history, a second group of animals 
has diverged to form the earliest vertebrates which are five-fold symmetric as well. 
They form the fish-like creatures out of which some will colonize the land.	  
	  
Echinoderm-like are primitive creatures with an outer shell of loose “tiles” under their 
skin. Those may be spiny, rough or smooth. They are bilaterally-symmetric, contrary to 
the Earth’s five-fold symmetric ones (Sea-urchins, starfishes and sea cucumbers). The 
arthropod-like group called the “Tessellates” has diverged from the echinoderm-like 
very early in history. They evolved into shrimp-like and crab-like. Those on land have 
evolved into insect-like organisms mimicking Earth’s insects in detail. Many are 
nevertheless bigger thanks to the oxygen-rich atmosphere. Their gills evolved into 
lungs that breathe more efficiently than tracheas of Earth’s arthropods. Their other 
advantage is the lack of need to molt. Their outer skin comprises of plates which can 
grow, a legacy from their echinoderm ancestors. They grow just like the “scales” of a 



	  

	  

tortoise shell and spare the animals the dangerous moments of molting. The flying 
tessellates divide into two groups: Those which have limbs modified into wings, and 
those which have back scales modified into wings.	  
	  
Vertebrate animals comprise many snake-like creatures, many of which never needed 
to evolve legs as they left the sea. Others have evolved their fins into legs. Those legged 
ones gave rise to all flying animals apart from tessellates.	  
	  
Many animals coped with seasonal droughts by hibernating. Some became amphibian, 
leaving the water ponds for new ones, and then hibernating when no more ponds are 
in sight. However, the term amphibian is not a valid classification all by itself: Many 
species belonging to tessellates, mollusk-like, vertebrates and even mixotrophs have 
adopted an amphibian way of life. This is in contrast with Earth’s amphibians (frogs, 
salamanders, tritons, etc…), which stands as a group on its own with one common 
ancestor.	  
	  
MIXOTROPHS	  
	  
Amazingly, a third group of mixotrophs has evolved. It combines features of plants and 
animals. They move often vigorously, actively searching for food. When there isn’t 
enough food, they can absorb minerals and photosynthesize. Mixotrophs date back to 
the days when organisms were all unicellular. The earliest multicellular ones were 
colonial aggregates which have later evolved into sponges. Instead of a larger 
organism, the aggregates divide and multiply while remaining attached, each becoming 
a “polyp”. Each aggregate develops its own cilia, digestive system, food filtering and 
respiration system. Their anatomy and behavior were very simple and identical to those 
of sponges on Earth, yet they could photosynthesize without the need for symbiant 
algae. An offshoot group evolves into coral-like and are called Coralloids: They 
develop into polyps, but each polyp has a more complex anatomy. Both sponge-like and 
coral-like mixotrophs disperse eggs which give birth to a swimming larva. The larva 
turns into an adult phase (a group of polyps) just like Earth’s corals. Sponges are 
simple creatures that settle on the seafloor, not too close to the shore. While water is 
clearer, light is dimmer at the deep. Sponges grow more slowly as a consequence. 
Coralloids have overcome this problem. The first coralloid diverged from its “sponge” 
ancestors by giving birth to a larva which remains motile throughout its adult phase. It 
may even engage in feeding and reproduction. Just like sponges, the coralloids develop 
into polyps. The polyps remain attached to each other. A single polyp becomes 
dominant, and swims with the other polyps on its back. Those inferior polyps engage in 
respiration, photosynthesis, food collection, photosynthesis and mimicking leaves of 
weeds for camouflage. A coralloid that is cut into two, may reassign a polyp which 
takes-over the tail part and each part becomes a new coralloid. This has given rise to 
the “snake weeds”, a group of coralloids which camouflaged themselves among the 
floating weeds, often resembling them completely. Their adherence to seaweeds 
habitats and their slow swim caused them to get stranded on the beach. Over time, 
some have learned to move on ground, populate bodies of fresh water and marshes, 
become amphibian and some even live their entire lifecycle on trees. They look like 



	  

	  

hairy caterpillars and have diverged much from their ancestral snake weeds: The 
dominant polyp developed a mouth to feed and simple eyes, and engaged in 
reproduction. The polyps resume respiration, photosynthesis and protection by venom.	  
	  
Termite	  
SEE ALSO: “Skymite” – An alien creature also created by Christmas Snow	  
	  
Not all castaway coralloids have evolved this way. Some remained at sea. The 
continental drift has created landlocked seas several times over the planet’s history. As 
the landlocked seas often happened to be closer to the pole, water evaporation was at a 
point that sea level changed wildly. The seas may receive much water from melting ice 
caps in spring and lose much water by evaporation under the harsh sun and become 
briny. They may dry-out almost completely in some areas. The coralloids stranded in 
such seas find no use in migrating and had to become sessile: They were hibernating 
in one way or the other: Those in the shallows have developed a calcareous skeleton in 
which they hibernate throughout the dry summer. Those in the deep have formed a 
glassy skeleton, which is more translucent and allowed better photosynthesis for 
longer. As the seas become too shallow by evaporation, the coralloids enclose 
themselves inside the skeleton and hibernate.	  
	  
We therefore find that coralloids on Salsola have both types of anatomy found among 
Earth’s corals: The motile ones – on land or at sea – are just like Earth’s soft corals. 
Those that protect themselves from predators and bad weather with an outer shell are 
like Earth’s hard corals. Air breathing coralloids living on land, however, have never 
evolved on Earth.	  
	  
Article by Christmas Snow	  
	  
Artwork by Scott Richard (rich35211)	  
	  
 	  
	  

	  
	  

	  
	  

  



	  

	  

Halidor	  

	  
AGE 1 EY	  
	  
POB Science Center on Jannus 9 	  
	  
RACE Android, Lepton Class	  
	  
OCCUPATION Cargo Runner 	  
	  
BACKGROUND Halidor is the first android of its kind. Developed by Dr. 
Oywela’s team on Jannus 9 Science Center, Halidor carries the latest lepton class 
servo chips and positronic neural network.  Designed for seek and secure missions, this 
android is being first tested as a cargo runner before introduction into more complex 
missions. Halidor’s ship can carry twice the cargo volume as most other cargo runners. 
Its cargo carrying specialties are food replicators, stretchers and vaccines. 
	  

   
  



	  

	  

 Ivrithus 	  

 
AGE unknown 	  
	  
POB unkown 	  
	  
RACE Some rumors suggest Cardassian	  
	  
OCCUPATION Cargo Runner  	  
	  
BACKGROUND Records of its operations in Federation space only go back 2 
years. There is a lot of mystery surrounding its past. Its cargo carrying specialties are 
blankets, bandages, and vaccines.  It is also willing to assist as a second attack ship, 
but for a price.	  

 
 

 
	  

  



	  

	  

Kiaran	  

	  
AGE 35 EY	  
	  
POB Madrid, France on New Earth 	  
	  
RACE Human	  
	  
OCCUPATION Cargo Runner  	  
	  
BACKGROUND After returning from the battle of Cese he couldn’t feel settled 
back home.  After less than a year he left his home in the capital city of Madrid, 
France and took to the career of a cargo runner for the adventure and a opportunity to 
still fly ships.  Adept at maneuvering in asteroid fields and excellent as a gunner, he is 
not a softy when it comes to the dangers of cargo running. His cargo carrying 
specialties are  water, mess kits, and CPR equipment.  He is also willing to assist as a 
second attack ship, but at a price.  Speaks English and French	  

	  
	  

	  



	  

	  

	  

King Klon Nitor	  

        	  
	  

AGE 162 EY	  
	  
POB Sriyana	  
	  
RACE Sriyanan	  
	  
OCCUPATION Ruling Monarch Sriyana	  
	  
Background   Klons family has ruled Sriyana for 12 generations.  Prior to their 
ascent following the plagues of Kinmar,  Sriyana was one of the first democracies in 
Gamma Quadrant.  Following the Undlllian wars, the Nitors were able to retain their 
control but it has been questioned by many of the member of the high council if this 
pathway of monarchy is the best road forward.  	  
	  

  



	  

	  

Klyrak	  

	  
	  

AGE 151 EY  cellular regeneration 88, 119 EY	  
	  
POB Planet Arrakis 	  
	  
RACE Fremen	  
	  
OCCUPATION Cargo Runner	  
	  
BACKGROUND Klyrak is not very experienced as a cargo runner; he only 
recently came to the profession after ending a long career as a mechanic. Now seeking 
adventure and fame, he is very willing to take the most risky of cargo missions. His 
cargo carrying specialties are blankets, stretchers, and general meds.	  
	  

	  
	  

   
  



	  

	  

 Lasthar	  

 	  
 

AGE 40 EY	  
	  
POB Otho 	  
	  
RACE Apomtoseyn	  
	  
OCCUPATION Cargo Runner  	  
	  
BACKGROUND Independent in spirit, Lasthar was heir to the throne of his 
father, King Tilunya, but he left his home world to make a name for himself on his 
own.  He travels as a cargo runner, learning new languages, experiencing new 
cultures, and broadening his experiences. Who knows, maybe he will return to his 
home world someday…	  
	  
His cargo carrying specialties are hydration packs and sutures. His ship is slow but has 
very strong defenses.. 

 
	  

  



	  

	  

Outpost Digi 14	  
  	  

	  
	  
BACKGROUND	  
One of the Federations most remote outpost situated along the 
neutral zone in the Beta Quadrant.  This outpost is well 
equipment with defensive weaponry and surveillance equipment.	  

	  

      
  



	  

	  

           Planet Arawath Prime 	  

 	    	  
AGE 6 Billion years	  
	  
	  
	  
BACKGROUND Arawath Prime is the current location of Federation 
Headquarters for the Gamma sector.  Admiral Cupa is in charge. This citizens of this 
planet, the Arawath, joined the Federation long ago and are especially skilled in 
science and technology.  Many excellent inventions have been developed here 
including the graviton charge limiter and the ventral nanowave generator.	  

	  
	  

	  
	  

       
  



	  

	  

            Planet Arlena   	  
 	  

	  
	  
Star: Kepler 186	  
Constellation: Cygnus	  
Distance from Earth: 500 light years	  
Average Year: 129 Earth Days	  
Size: About the same as earth	  
Gravity: (same as earth)	  
Distinctions: Water Planet	  
– No seasons	  
– No visible land	  
– Huge trees that are the main and only ecosystem of the planet	  
– Large insects and arachnids due to large amounts of oxygen	  
– Massive oceans with thousands of trees gathered so closely, they look like islands	  
– Many varieties of life forms due to the vast immensity of the trees	  
– Intelligent feline humanoids with a clan society (one clan on each tree) that calls 
themselves Arlenians (which means People of the Trees in their language).	  
	  
DESCRIPTION	  
	  
Arlena is an aesthetically pleasing world with massive trees and no visible land. It is 
called Arlena by the indigenous Arlenians. The partially submerged trees grow in 
shallow waters, forming forests and coppices that look like islands from above.	  
	  



	  

	  

Arlena is a host to a vast variety of aquatic and air based life forms, including massive, 
truck sized centipedes and horse sized dragonflies, which are the result of large 
amounts of oxygen produced by the Arlena trees and are often used by the Arlenians as 
riding and cargo beasts. The Arlena trees are the back bone of the Arlenian 
civilization, each tree supporting an entire family clan of about 1,000 individuals. The 
Arlenians set up apartments, houses and mansions on the trunks and branches of their 
trees based on social and age class, with the eldest leading the clan. As there is no land, 
they do not have farms. Another reason for the lack of farms is the Arlenian desire to 
live ‘natural’ lives, inspired by an ancient religion that had no deities. The religion said 
that if you lived naturally and became part of the ecosystem, your spirit would be sent 
to the stars and become one with them. That religion was abandoned due to the 
development of science and the arrival of super advanced aliens, but its main teachings 
remain culturally important.	  
	  
For electric power, the Arlenians set up massive power rigs on the oceans, where the 
sun is unobstructed and the winds and currents are the strongest. They also serve as 
space ports and harbors for navigation and transportation on and off world. Before 
their discovery of electricity, they used the sap of the glow flower, a plant with powerful 
bioluminescence that grows on the branches of trees and holds special significance in 
Arlenian society. The sap of the glow flower is a living jumble of millions of cells 
which automatically glow during night due to a chemical response.	  
	  
Article by Nathan Hall.	  
	  
	  

    
  



	  

	  

Planet Salsola 	  

  	  
   	  

	  
Salsola is a super-Earth planet with about twice Earth’s mass. The planet 
orbits a K-class star – an orange dwarf – that is less luminous than our 
sun. The closer orbit by itself is not sufficient to hold temperatures to the 
average temperatures on Earth. This is supplemented by the higher 
content of carbon dioxide which acts as a greenhouse gas. The planet has 
formed within the inner portion of the accretion disk of the primordial 
solar system. It is rich in rocks and metal, and very poor in volatiles such 
as water, hydrogen and carbon dioxide.	  
	  
At a given time shortly after its formation, Salsola has been impacted by a 
planet larger than Mars. The planet is named “Ira”, the Latin word for 
“Wrath”. Ira originated from the outer solar system and is presumed to 
have been tugged-in by a gas giant. It is rich in volatiles and accounts for 
much of the added volatiles. Ira’s impact course is not aligned with 
Salsola’s orbit, leading to Ira’s collision at one of the poles, flipping the 
entire axis of rotation on its side. The end result was a high axial tilt of 
roughly 90 degrees, similar to that of Uranus. This tilted axis has given the 
planet its name “Salsola”: The botanical name of the tumbleweed, as the 
planet tumbles on its axis rather than spinning like a top.	  
	  
The unique axial tilt, super-earth size and dense atmosphere have affected 
evolution of life on the planet to produce the strangest organisms and 
unique ecological niches. We shall discuss the key differences that made 
Salsola so different from Earth, and yet so hospitable to life.	  



	  

	  

	  
THE KEY DIFFERENCES	  
	  
There are several key differences that distinguish Salsola from Earth: 
Higher atmospheric density and pressure, higher gravity, higher 
geological activity, and a higher axial tilt. The combined effect has made 
life so different, yet so Earth-like at the same time.	  
	  
Moon system: The impacting object had sufficient energy to fling much of 
the impacting material back into space, yet most has merged with the 
planet. The remaining debris has orbited the planet to form planetary 
rings. Volatile materials have evaporated into space long before debris has 
coalesced to form the moon. Debris that formed at the impact site was 
flung in the same direction as that of Ira, making the planet’s equator and 
its new moon’s orbit tilt at 90 degrees relative to its orbital plane. The 
higher gravity means the debris cannot fly high into space, therefore 
making room for just one moon to form. The moon is smaller than Earth’s 
moon for the same reason. The nature of the impact is identical to that 
which took place on Earth to form our moon. This has made the debris 
orbit the planet more slowly than planetary rotation. Tidal effects slow 
down the planet’s rotation and accelerate the lunar orbit, making the 
moon slowly break loose of the planet’s gravity within few billions of 
years.	  
	  
Geological activity and gravity: A more massive planet has higher gravity 
and a more vigorous geological activity under a thin crust. The tectonic 
plates are therefore more numerous, yet smaller. Continents are more 
numerous and scattered almost uniformly among bodies of water. 
Combine the two and you get shallower seas, lower mountains, lots of 
earthquakes and volcanic eruptions releasing carbon-dioxide out of the 
rocks. Continental drift is more significant and has put evolution on the 
fast lane by faster climatic changes. Volcanoes release more carbon 
dioxide, creating a greenhouse effect that compensates for the cooler and 
dimmer parent star. All living forms absorb carbon dioxide readily. 
Remaining carbon dioxide is absorbed by the water and converted to 
carbonic acid. The acid reacts with the rocks to form carbonate rocks. The 
higher volcanic activity of a super-earth releases the carbon back into the 
atmosphere at a greater rate, making the cycle run faster.	  
	  



	  

	  

Atmospheric density: The impacting planet has contributed most of its 
volatiles in the form of Ammonia and water ice. Some Carbon dioxide 
added, while most has been generated in greater part thanks to volcanic 
activity. Ammonia was oxidized by living plants which release oxygen, 
giving water and nitrogen gas. The more abundant atmosphere combined 
with higher gravity gives a much higher atmospheric pressure at the 
surface. Combined with flatter topography, weather is governed by global 
winds to a greater extent and local climates are of a lesser significance.	  
	  
High axial tilt: The 90 degrees high axial tilt creates extreme seasonal 
changes that generate strong winds. Compounded with the denser 
atmosphere, the results are super-hurricane winds and turbulent 
seashores which have cast away many plants and animals to the shores. 
Over time, many have adapted to live close to the shore and eventually 
venture into the land. I will shortly explain how this affects the climate, 
the climate zones and the type of living forms which have evolved.	  
	  
DAY-AND-NIGHT CYCLES	  
	  
An observer at the pole never sees the sun in winter. We shall start the 
“year” when the sun is at its lowest point – the nadir – The point just 
underneath the observer. As the year progresses, the sun spirals on its way 
up. At equinox, it crosses the horizon and spirals up around to the pole. At 
summer solstice, the sun is at the zenith. It keeps spiraling on the way 
down, crosses the horizon and ends a one-year cycle at the nadir. The 
equator is different: There is a constant day and night cycle. The sun is 
high at each of the two equinoxes, and is low at each of the two solstices 
(draws closer to the horizon, light is dim and temperatures drop). As it 
happens twice each year, the equator has two seasonal cycles for each 
year, and not just one. The equator lies between two hemispheres with 
opposing seasons, and heat convection of such a dense atmosphere evens-
out seasonal temperature changes. Having two seasonal cycles rather than 
one, means faster seasonal changes don’t give time for temperature to 
fluctuate much. The two factors contribute to a more stable temperature at 
the equator.	  
	  
This cycle is not the same throughout the planet. The equator has a year-
round standard day-and-night cycle. As we get closer to one of the poles, 
we get more days of “all-time-light” in summer and “all-time-night” in 
winter around each corresponding solstice. The temperate zones between 



	  

	  

equator and poles (referred to as “Midway”), have “transit seasons”: 
daytime grows shorter in the fall, daytime grows longer in spring. The 
more we move to the poles, the shorter those “transit seasons” are and we 
get more “all-time-light” and “all-time-night”. At latitude 45, halfway 
between pole and equator (both North and South), we get equal times for 
all-time-light, shortening days, all-time-night and lengthening days. At the 
poles, we get an all-time-light summer, and an all-time-night winter.	  
	  
SEASONS	  
	  
The sun’s position in the sky dictates the seasons. The polar seasons are 
dominated by cold nights with no daylight in winter, and scorching heat 
with no nights in summer. The equator experiences a normal day-and-
night cycle. The only difference from that cycle on Earth is the wide 
seasonal fluctuation of the sun’s latitude. The sun is above the equator 
during each of the two equinoxes. Winds are calmer and temperatures are 
higher at the equator. These are the two equatorial summers. The two 
equatorial winters occur when the sun’s latitude is close to the horizon at 
each of the two solstices. This makes two seasonal cycles per year, 
compared to one cycle for each of the hemispheres.	  
	  
WEATHER PATTERNS	  
	  
As each pole faces the sun for an entire season when the other faces away 
from the sun, there is sufficient time for the sunny side to heat-up and the 
dark side to cool down over large areas. The great difference between the 
two poles creates a unique wind pattern: The hot pole creates polar 
updrafts. The cold pole creates polar downdrafts. As each hemisphere 
faces the sun, it is warmer than the other, causing intra-polar winds: Dark 
side receives air from the sunny side through the higher atmosphere. The 
air converges at the pole, where it gets sufficiently colder and sinks. It 
flows back to the sunny pole closer to the ground, where it picks-up 
humidity from bodies of water it crosses. When it reaches the sunny pole it 
heats-up and floats to the upper atmosphere. It flows back to the dark side. 
On its way it cools down and loses humidity as precipitation, mostly 
around the equator. The remaining humidity precipitates as snow at the 
South Pole. As the poles switch seasons, the ice caps will melt very quickly. 
Therefore, the planet has no permanent polar ice caps. The denser 
atmosphere and stronger winds make heat convection more apparent, 
evening-out temperatures across the planet more efficiently than on Earth. 



	  

	  

Polar temperatures rarely go below -50 centigrade in winter, and rarely 
above +50 centigrade in summer.	  
	  
During each equinox, both hemispheres receive same amount of heat from 
the sun. The intra-polar winds subside and we have the more familiar 
wind pattern we experience on Earth.	  
	  
CLIMATIC ZONES	  
	  
The planet is divided into three types of climatic zones:	  
	  
Equatorial zone: The tropical zone around the equator has a moderate 
climate and higher rainfall. As the air crosses the equator from hot to cold 
pole, it loses much of its humidity at this zone. Winds are much calmer 
around equinox seasons (the two summers) and solar illumination is at its 
peak. During solstices (The two winters), the sun draws nearer to one of 
the poles. Winds on the surface blow from cold to warm pole.	  
	  
Polar zones: all-time day in summer melts the ice cap which took shape 
during the winter. Floods are very common at this time. All life-forms take 
advantage of this daytime and abundance of water before the summer 
desiccates everything. Temperatures cool down in the fall, but pole is too 
dry and life has to wait till next spring.	  
	  
Temperate zones: Halfway between the temperate (equatorial) zone and 
the Polar Regions, there is an in-between climate on both sides of the 
equator. The area is often referred to as “Midway”: Midway is close 
enough to get some summer rain before the intra-polar winds cross the 
equator to the wintering pole. The sun crosses the Zenith twice (towards 
summer solstice then towards fall equinox again) creating a longer 
summer that is moderate compared to the polar summer. Midway 
experiences an important transit period between full-time days and full-
time nights as seasons change and this has an impact on how plants and 
animals follow the seasons.	  
	  
BIOMES AND ECOSYSTEMS	  
	  
The wild seasonal fluctuations between the North and the South Pole 
combined with the dense atmosphere and higher gravity has lead evolution 
into paths which we never encounter here on Earth. The most 



	  

	  

distinguished feature is the size and the type of flying organisms. The high 
density and oxygen content allow elephant-sized animals to take flight. 
Some have developed lighter-than-air flight, and this is not confined to 
animals. There are such plants as well. The reason is obvious: Strong 
winds allow animals to migrate with ease. Extreme seasons force them to 
do so. Animal migration and long-distance seed dispersal are unlike 
anything we experience on Earth. It takes place on a greater scale of 
magnitude and diversity. Winds blow faster at the poles than at the 
equator, because the equator is wider than the polar latitudes, just as a 
river flows more slowly as it widens. The winds are still strong enough and 
trees have to adapt to the stronger winds as well as the higher gravity.	  
	  
The equatorial zone receives rainfall year-round, yet temperature is much 
colder in winter, making the term “tropical” into a misnomer. The wind is 
calmer than at the poles, allowing some wind-tolerant trees to develop. The 
landscape is dominated by cold rain forests.	  
	  
The temperate zone – Midway – is dryer yet receives enough rain, in 
particular during the dark winter. Humidity and occasional rains 
throughout the year support a diverse ecosystem. Vegetation is sparser 
than at the equator. The dominant biomes are sub-tropical bush lands 
close to the tropics, gradually changing into Savannas and occasional 
deserts as we stray towards the pole. In the near-polar regions, vegetation 
is sparse and comprises savannah and arid regions. Annual vegetation is 
common closer to the poles. It dies towards the summer and becomes dry 
enough to start fires.	  
	  
The polar zone – It is the most extreme biome, comprising deserts almost 
exclusively. Plants close to the poles are adapted to the high-velocity 
winds. Sand formed by erosion is constantly blown away, making the polar 
deserts almost completely nothing more than hard soil made-out of rocks 
and pebbles. Soil is so compact that water absorption is poor. Ice caps 
which formed during the winter make floods and most water streams end-
up at sea. Still, some plants make a living out of that water. Other plants 
became carnivorous. The dominant biome is therefore called the “flood-
desert”.	  
	  
The aerial zone – It is not a geographical zone. It is a completely airborne 
ecosystem, making advantage of the strong and fast winds for mass 
migration. The ecosystem has developed to benefit of the huge biomass of 



	  

	  

aero-plankton, of which the mini and micro plants make-up 80% of the 
mass, while the mature bubble-weeds make-up a mere 20%. Nevertheless, 
there is abundance of bubble-weeds over which avian lizards and bird-like 
creatures claim their nesting sites. The aero-plankton makes use of dark 
color to heat-up the air in bubble organs. Some harbor anaerobic bacteria 
just like the bubble-weeds. These bacteria produce lifting gas like 
Methane, Ammonia and Hydrogen. The plants have evolved to adjust their 
buoyancy and ride the winds which blow in the right direction, where 
climate is comfortable. Sky-whales and smaller flying grazers follow the 
winds to graze in the air. Even the sky-whales have found themselves 
becoming host for avian nesting on their backs. The nesters mostly 
comprise predators which aggressively defend their flying platform, be it a 
bubble-weed or a sky-whale. This has ushered the era of symbiant 
relationship between plants and animals.	  
	  
EVOLUTION OF LIFE ON THE PLANET	  
	  
Evolution of life on Salsola as well as on Earth has begun at sea. The sea-
weeds were confined to the high seas where the crushing waves could not 
tear them off the sea-floor or turn water into a murky soup and dim the 
light. That necessitated free-floating weeds at the high seas. Over time, 
weeds developed floatation bubbles to remain close to the surface and 
capture more light. They remain under the surface, yet currents often 
carried them towards land, then high waves tossed them ashore. Over time, 
anaerobic bacteria generating methane and hydrogen have found refuge 
inside the floatation bladders. The plants with larger bubbles have become 
airborne and the first bubble-weeds evolved. Those were large enough for 
avians to nest upon, creating symbiant relations with the quetzal lizards, a 
flying reptilian. Other plants remained small and became part of the aero-
plankton. Fish-like animals tossed ashore by waves and tidal forces were 
able to adapt. Snake-like swimmers were more adept to move on land 
under the high gravity. That’s why snake-like animals are very common, 
comprising many unrelated species. Other sea-weeds tossed ashore have 
adopted life on land. They were first confined to bodies of fresh water, 
especially pools of rainwater, and then began their adaptation to living on 
land. The motive was the wide seasonal fluctuations which made rivers 
and lakes dry-out. Fast continental drifts contributed to climatic changes 
which forced that type of adaptation. It is believed that life took hold on 
land at around the equator, where rains are common during solstices.	  
	  



	  

	  

PLANTS	  
	  
Early plants reproduced by spores, but eventually the equivalent of flowers 
became the dominant mode of reproduction. This allowed plants to 
populate all continents. Animals began their race to populate the land and 
air, and wherever plants take a hold, animals will follow. Bubble-weeds 
and aero-plankton are common in the dense atmosphere and high winds, 
because they cope better with the forces of the winds. With time, floating 
plants have adapted to the changes in temperature by consuming or 
storing more of the floatation gas. This helped them to sink when 
temperatures were too low, and ride the winds which take them to the 
warm side. Conversely, they floated higher when they drew closer to the 
deserts and sought refuge in cooler latitudes. All animals riding on the 
surface of large plants have taken advantage of that. On ground, trees 
have developed thick cone-shaped trunks with perpendicular branches, 
like a well-groomed Christmas tree. They populated the equatorial zones, 
to form the cold rainforests. The rainforests have sparser foliage 
compared to those of Earth and conditions on the forest floor were more 
favorable for light-loving plants. Winds were still a concern even at the 
forest floor, and many plants developed crawling stems which rooted 
wherever they touch the ground.	  
	  
The equator features another plant that scientists name the “Banner tree”. 
It is an unusual tree that thrives year-round wherever temperatures are 
not too cold. The tree grows on light just like any other plant. During the 
solstices, the equator receives almost no light yet wind is abundant. The 
leaves of the banner tree grow in pairs, and they have fused with a flexible 
tissue along the rims. They are elongated and they wave in the wind like 
banners, rubbing against each other as they bend. The leaves have 
different chemical make-ups at the rubbing area, generating opposite 
electric charges (just like rubbing amber) of static electricity on each leaf. 
The two leaves act like the two sheets of a capacitor storing electrons, 
allowing them to flow through the leaf axils and generate an electric 
current. This allows the banner tree to harness electric power from wind to 
synthesize when light is not present.	  
	  
The “Chernolithops” is a specialized plant adapted to polar deserts. 
“Cherniyii” is the Russian word for “Black”, and “Lithops” means stone-
like. It is a dome-shape plant which looks like a round pebble. In spring, 
the plant looks black because of the Melanin it has produced in the fall. 



	  

	  

The black color will help it to warm-up faster with the upcoming of spring, 
and break dormancy. Snow begins to melt, and the warmer temperature 
speeds-up its metabolism, allows it to flower, attract pollinators and make 
the first seeds. As the polar summer draws closer, the melanin breaks-
down and the plants becomes pale-green. The lighter color prevents it 
from overheating. By peak summer the seeds are mature and ready for 
dispersal. Intra-polar winds are strong enough to carry the seeds. The 
seeds are black and look like half-inflated nylon bags. These will warm-up 
under the sun and the air expands, turning the seeds into hot-air balloons. 
The seed rises high enough to ride the wind heading to the other pole, 
where winter is, to land on the ice caps. The seed will sprout when spring 
arrives and the polar ice caps begin to melt, just at the time when winter 
begins at the other pole, where the seed came from. The plant’s growing 
season is therefore twice a year, in spring. That is, spring at one pole, then 
at the other: Two springs in one year.	  
	  
ANIMALS	  
	  
Animals at sea have evolved in a similar manner like on Earth, with some 
secondary differences. Mollusk-like animals look like snails or slugs on 
Earth and possess no bones. Many have developed shells as well. However, 
they are five-fold symmetric, contrary to Earth’s mollusks. Early in the 
planet’s history, a second group of animals has diverged to form the 
earliest vertebrates which are five-fold symmetric as well. They form the 
fish-like creatures out of which some will colonize the land.	  
	  
Echinoderm-like are primitive creatures with an outer shell of loose “tiles” 
under their skin. Those may be spiny, rough or smooth. They are 
bilaterally-symmetric, contrary to the Earth’s five-fold symmetric ones 
(Sea-urchins, starfishes and sea cucumbers). The arthropod-like group 
called the “Tessellates” has diverged from the echinoderm-like very early 
in history. They evolved into shrimp-like and crab-like. Those on land 
have evolved into insect-like organisms mimicking Earth’s insects in 
detail. Many are nevertheless bigger thanks to the oxygen-rich 
atmosphere. Their gills evolved into lungs that breathe more efficiently 
than tracheas of Earth’s arthropods. Their other advantage is the lack of 
need to molt. Their outer skin comprises of plates which can grow, a 
legacy from their echinoderm ancestors. They grow just like the “scales” 
of a tortoise shell and spare the animals the dangerous moments of 
molting. The flying tessellates divide into two groups: Those which have 



	  

	  

limbs modified into wings, and those which have back scales modified into 
wings.	  
	  
Vertebrate animals comprise many snake-like creatures, many of which 
never needed to evolve legs as they left the sea. Others have evolved their 
fins into legs. Those legged ones gave rise to all flying animals apart from 
tessellates.	  
	  
Many animals coped with seasonal droughts by hibernating. Some became 
amphibian, leaving the water ponds for new ones, and then hibernating 
when no more ponds are in sight. However, the term amphibian is not a 
valid classification all by itself: Many species belonging to tessellates, 
mollusk-like, vertebrates and even mixotrophs have adopted an amphibian 
way of life. This is in contrast with Earth’s amphibians (frogs, 
salamanders, tritons, etc…), which stands as a group on its own with one 
common ancestor.	  
	  
MIXOTROPHS	  
	  
Amazingly, a third group of mixotrophs has evolved. It combines features 
of plants and animals. They move often vigorously, actively searching for 
food. When there isn’t enough food, they can absorb minerals and 
photosynthesize. Mixotrophs date back to the days when organisms were 
all unicellular. The earliest multicellular ones were colonial aggregates 
which have later evolved into sponges. Instead of a larger organism, the 
aggregates divide and multiply while remaining attached, each becoming a 
“polyp”. Each aggregate develops its own cilia, digestive system, food 
filtering and respiration system. Their anatomy and behavior were very 
simple and identical to those of sponges on Earth, yet they could 
photosynthesize without the need for symbiant algae. An offshoot group 
evolves into coral-like and are called Coralloids: They develop into polyps, 
but each polyp has a more complex anatomy. Both sponge-like and coral-
like mixotrophs disperse eggs which give birth to a swimming larva. The 
larva turns into an adult phase (a group of polyps) just like Earth’s corals. 
Sponges are simple creatures that settle on the seafloor, not too close to 
the shore. While water is clearer, light is dimmer at the deep. Sponges 
grow more slowly as a consequence. Coralloids have overcome this 
problem. The first coralloid diverged from its “sponge” ancestors by giving 
birth to a larva which remains motile throughout its adult phase. It may 
even engage in feeding and reproduction. Just like sponges, the coralloids 



	  

	  

develop into polyps. The polyps remain attached to each other. A single 
polyp becomes dominant, and swims with the other polyps on its back. 
Those inferior polyps engage in respiration, photosynthesis, food 
collection, photosynthesis and mimicking leaves of weeds for camouflage. 
A coralloid that is cut into two, may reassign a polyp which takes-over the 
tail part and each part becomes a new coralloid. This has given rise to the 
“snake weeds”, a group of coralloids which camouflaged themselves 
among the floating weeds, often resembling them completely. Their 
adherence to seaweeds habitats and their slow swim caused them to get 
stranded on the beach. Over time, some have learned to move on ground, 
populate bodies of fresh water and marshes, become amphibian and some 
even live their entire lifecycle on trees. They look like hairy caterpillars 
and have diverged much from their ancestral snake weeds: The dominant 
polyp developed a mouth to feed and simple eyes, and engaged in 
reproduction. The polyps resume respiration, photosynthesis and 
protection by venom.	  
	  
Termite	  
SEE ALSO: “Skymite” – An alien creature also created by Christmas 
Snow	  
	  
Not all castaway coralloids have evolved this way. Some remained at sea. 
The continental drift has created landlocked seas several times over the 
planet’s history. As the landlocked seas often happened to be closer to the 
pole, water evaporation was at a point that sea level changed wildly. The 
seas may receive much water from melting ice caps in spring and lose 
much water by evaporation under the harsh sun and become briny. They 
may dry-out almost completely in some areas. The coralloids stranded in 
such seas find no use in migrating and had to become sessile: They were 
hibernating in one way or the other: Those in the shallows have developed 
a calcareous skeleton in which they hibernate throughout the dry summer. 
Those in the deep have formed a glassy skeleton, which is more 
translucent and allowed better photosynthesis for longer. As the seas 
become too shallow by evaporation, the coralloids enclose themselves 
inside the skeleton and hibernate.	  
	  
We therefore find that coralloids on Salsola have both types of anatomy 
found among Earth’s corals: The motile ones – on land or at sea – are just 
like Earth’s soft corals. Those that protect themselves from predators and 



	  

	  

bad weather with an outer shell are like Earth’s hard corals. Air breathing 
coralloids living on land, however, have never evolved on Earth.	  
	  
Article by Christmas Snow	  
	  
Artwork by Scott Richard (rich35211)	  
	  
 	  
	  
	  

      
  



	  

	  

       Planet Sriyana 	  

  	  
AGE 4.5 Billion years	  
	  
POB Orbits Star Regon 7 in the Tirac Constellation	  
	  
RACE Sriyanans are descendants of the Philo race	  
	  
BACKGROUND Sriyana is located in a strategically important sector both 
economically and politically on the edge of Federation space bordering the 
Gashur civilization, who is often at adds with the Federation.  The Gashur are 
set on expansion and conquest and the Federation is trying diligently to bring 
the planet of Sriyana into the Federation alliance. 	  

	  
	  

	  
	  

  
  



	  

	  

Regon 7	  

	  
	  
This medium yellow star is located in the Tirac 
constellation 	  
	  

  



	  

	  

Sebert	  

	  
	  
	  

AGE 25 EY  	  
	  
POB Alpha Seva 	  
	  
RACE human	  
	  
OCCUPATION Cargo Runner	  
	  
BACKGROUND Sebert is a just out of college and taking a “gap year” as a 
cargo runner to explore the galaxy before looking for his first “real job”. His family 
worries for his safety as space can be a very dangerous place but he is bright, 
charismatic and a fast learner with a very strong sense of directions.  Navigation and 
knowing all the “back roads” to a destination are his strengths.	  
Sebert’s cargo carrying specialties are blankets, mess kits, and solar shelters.	  
	  

  



	  

	  

Sheppard	  

	  
	  

AGE 55 EY  	  
	  
POB Planet Arrakis	  
	  
RACE Fremen	  
	  
OCCUPATION Cargo Runner	  
	  
BACKGROUND Before working as a cargo runner, Sheppard was a mechanic 
on Arawath Prime.  He is very handy at making ship repairs and takes great pride in 
his timely and reliable cargo deliveries.  His motto is “ship shape or don’t ship out”.  
His cargo carrying specialties are water and stretchers.	  
	  

	  
	  

      



	  

	  

              Talidon     	  

	  
	  

AGE 435 Earth Years (EY); cellular regeneration 188, 267, 360EY	  
	  
POB Sriyana	  
	  
RACE Sriyanan	  
	  
OCCUPATION A great artist and architect in his youth, Talidon’s native 
spiritual demeanor lead him into deep Yogic practices that opened his spiritual 
eye granting Future Site	  
	  
BACKGROUND Sriyanan through and through, Talidon is the Great Seer of his 
people and the most respected wiseman on the planet.  He has been counsel to several 
generations of presidents and the leader of the countries Senate High Council.  A great 
follower of Truth and high moral principals all his life, rumor has it that he knows of 
the location of the mythical Truth Orb.	  

	  
	  

	  
	  

    
  



	  

	  

           The Babosi    	  

     	  
	  
The Babosi are a bipedal species and are generally considered to be 
‘humanoid’ despite numerous pronounced anatomical differences. They 
are shorter than humans on average and have slender bodies. Their faces 
are characterised by large, bulging eyes, pronounced lips, a lack of any 
protruding nasal structure. They are omnivores, feeding mostly on plants 
and molluscs.	  
	  
Babosi skin is very sensitive to changes in humidity and quickly dries out, 
for this reason they prefer to spend as much of their time as possible in or 
near water. Dryness of the skin is extremely painful and even dangerous to 
a Babosi, and they quickly succumb to the effects of dehydration. Their 
natural habitats include shallow river deltas, swamps, and rainforests.	  
	  
Although Babosi lungs are able to breath in oxygen rich waters, they 
cannot do so efficiently. Underwater activity is therefore limited to 
sleeping, meditating, and only short periods physical exertion. While some 
Babosi prefer to sleep fully submerged and find it difficult to nod off 
without starving their brains of oxygen, maintaining an oxygen-rich sleep 
tank is often not conducive with a modern lifestyle.	  
	  
HISTORY	  
	  
While the Babosi are a culturally diverse people with a rich history, their 
society is considerably more homogeneous than our own as a result of 
being geographically and politically centralized. While they evolved in a 



	  

	  

humid region in Obonda’s south eastern tropic, the planet is typified by 
dry climates and areas of vast desert. Early expansion of their species was 
therefore limited to coastal regions, with dominant cultural and political 
entities remaining in the damp ancestral homelands of Buonda and 
Shogunda. Even today, the Babosi political power is centralized in the 
Buonda delta, with ethnic Buondosi making up approximately 65% of the 
surviving population.	  
	  
Some 2,000 years ago, the Babosi underwent an industrial revolution. It 
was at this time that they began to spread out across their world, learning 
how to adapt the dry and barren wilderness to their specific needs. 
Irrigation canals not only provided fertile land for crops but also allowed 
Babosi to travel further inland in search of colonizable wetlands and 
rivers. Over hundreds of years, Babosi engineers developed advanced 
landscaping and geo-forming skills, and they became the masters of their 
environment. The deserts were tamed, with lowland areas flooded to create 
new inland seas and lakes.	  
	  
This gift for adapting hostile alien environments became very useful when 
the Babosi ventured into space. A neighbouring planet, Derrobod, was 
completely transformed and made fit for habitation, and small colonies 
were even established in other star systems in the century before The Fall.	  
	  
THE FALL	  
	  
The fall of Babosi civilization began 200 years ago and is ongoing. 
Billions died as the result of an interplanetary pandemic and in the civil 
disorder that accompanied it. The disease, known as the Wollog Paramba 
(or ‘natural justice’), is not fatal in all cases but renders survivors 
infertile. This double effect began a decline in population that has never 
been reversed. Even with new treatments and containment measures 
limiting the spread of the plague, the disease continues to render more 
Babosi infertile each year.	  
	  
Order was eventually restored after the chaos of the pandemic, but Babosi 
civilization would never be the same again. With no cure for the Wollog 
Paramba, they are now resigned to the fact that their species is destined 
for eventual extinction, and this morbid fact is at the heart of the newly 
emerged post-Fall culture.	  
	  



	  

	  

THE PARAMBA KOOEY	  
	  
Babosi civilization emerged from the chaos of the pandemic with a new 
religion and a new leadership, known as the Paramba Kooey.	  
	  
What began as a nihilistic cult preaching a traditionalist ideology and the 
abandonment of all technology is now a nihilistic government with 
complete control over the fate of the Babosi species. The Paramba Kooey 
believe that the doom imposed on their people is a form of natural justice, 
and the cult preaches that it is a direct consequence of their altering the 
ecology of their home-world and other planets. In essence, the natural 
order of the universe is being restored through the extermination of the 
Babosi species.	  
	  
But the Paramba Kooey leadership does not stop at appointing blame for 
the extinction of their species, they actively encourage it. Instead of 
working to ensure the survival of their civilization, the Paramba Kooey are 
singly devoted to ensuring the removal of the species and all its influence 
from the galaxy. They say that the only reason a Babosi has left to live is 
to undo the damage caused by his ancestors. All efforts are therefore being 
made to restore the planets Obondi and Derrebod to their ‘natural’ state 
before the final extinction of the Babosi people occurs.	  
	  
This ‘exterminationist’ policy draws a precedent from Babosi history. In 
the ancient Buondosi culture, funeral practices involved destroying all 
personal possessions of the deceased, and family members were forbidden 
to ever again speak the name of he deceased. This is one of the many 
ancient rituals the Paramba Kooey have revived in these ‘end times’.	  
	  
The Paramba Kooey are a viciously authoritarian regime and are wholly 
committed to purging all traces of Babosi existence from the universe and 
from history. They have even gone so far as to schedule a deadline for this 
carefully coordinated task, a date on which the remaining populous will be 
vaporized along with the means of their vaporization. However, the date of 
this final solution has been altered several times as the restoration of the 
planet Derrobod’s atmosphere is proving to be more tricky than previously 
thought.	  
	  
THE SURVIVOR COLONY	  
	  



	  

	  

Two years ago, a group of Babosi separatists left Obondi and settled on a 
world controlled by the Terran Federation, seeking refuge from the 
Paramba Kooey and the preservation of their species. The so-called 
‘Babosi survivor colony’ is currently protected by the Terran government, 
but the number of colonists is by no means sufficient to ensure a future for 
the species. The colonists are currently campaigning for direct military 
intervention on Obondi and calling for the overthrow of the Paramba 
Kooey government, however the Terran government is reluctant to 
intervene as there is as yet no cure for the Wollog Paramba disease, and a 
positive outcome for the Babosi species remains doubtful.	  
	  
By Mark Ball http://www.scifiideas.com/	  

	  
	  

	  
	  

  



	  

	  

The Gashur	  

	  
	  

   	  
HOMEWORLD: Gashur	  
	  
BACKGROUND: As a race the Gashur share a common ancestry with the 
virtuous Yagavur people, but  it was there association with bad company that has them 
misguided and behaving badly in recent history.  Associations with the Borg and 
Romulans have steered this once compassionate and helpful race into one of conquest 
and warfare.  They are biological by birth but they have incorporated technologies of 
the Borg into there bodies. At the end of puberty they are implanted with 
biomechanical components that allow them to be “assimilated” into a collective mind 
network.  At this point there personality is suppressed and they become a hybrid of 
biological and artificial intelligence.  This practice is only recent to their past 4 
generations, there is the possibility they could return to a natural way of life again…	  
	  
	  

   
  



	  

	  

The Vel’takz	  
   	  

	  
HOME WORLD: Macaburus	  
	  
	  
OCCUPATION: Hunter-Gatherer’s who pillage and plunder	  
 
 	  

	  
	  
BACKGROUND	  
The Vel’takz are one of the universe’s most infamous races. They are a hunter-
gatherer species, who kill, salvage, steal and pillage almost anything for money.	  

They look like humans and they have many genetic similarities to us. This has been 
explained by scientists as the result of parallel evolution, although some suspect there 
may be another explanation.	  

The Vel’takz have to live by a certain code and if they don’t, they get banished from the 
order. They live by a pirate code (that is the one mentioned above). The code is 
extremely important to the Vel’takz as it is their law and it is everything they have. 
Macaburus, their planet, is extremely barren. There are no plants, nor animals to 
thrive off. That’s one of the reasons why they pillage ships and their cargo.	  

Thier government is as corrupt as they come. Their president (or rather their dictator) 
is mentally unstable and their council is filled with spies and villainous politicians. The 



	  

	  

people fear them, and they are forced to keep them in office, otherwise they would be 
executed on sight.	  

	  

The cities on Macaburus are one of the most dangerous in the universe, and no one is 
safe. Murders, armed robberies, arson, drug trafficking happen all the time in 
Macaburus cities, especilally Kurun City: The planet’s capital.	  

Guerilla militaries and private armies are common place within the Vel’takz society. 
Gunrunning and street based fire-fights happen all too many times and are terrifying 
for civilians.	  

The Val’takz police are just as bad as the government. Police brutality also happens all 
too often and the public rebel against them, causing riots and anarchy.	  

Written by Jake Salter.	  

Artwork by John McCambridge (johnmccambridge.deviantart.com).	  
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